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" HF Prediction Using Adiabatic Invariant Theory

m.

,," 1. INTRODUCTION

.°,

m, The Propagation Branch of the El[ectromagnetic' Sciences Division of RAIDC is

planning to conduct an ex periment which will explore the use of Low-loss, elevated,

ionospheric ducting channels in order to achieve super-long range propagfati )r at

HF (6-30 NlHz;. If successtfully exploited, these propagation channels will extend

the distances reached in surveillance and communications from one or tw'o hop to

round-the-world ( RT') .

The purpose of the experiment is to collect swept f~requencv io nograms which

will provide information concerning 'he modes of the super-[,-Io range propagation

channels. These modes will be combinations :)f the three idealized m,)dles

shown in Figure 1. The first mode is the classical grount-hop mode ill which rays

bounce back and forth in the channel between the earth and the ionosphere. The

second mode is the chordal mode in which rays are refracted by" the iono)sphere at

angles close enough to the horizontal such that they travel along chords

connecting points in ; le the ionospheric shell and never touch the earth. The thi rd

meode is the trapped mode in which ravs b,)un(-e bac'k an,] forth in ,one -)ftilhe spar. elv

ionized channels between the relatively (tenser E, FI and F2 lav'ers. The c'hordal

and trapped modes are called ''earth -detached'' niodes because their rays never

touch the earth. Nevertheless. thev" can be received (or launc~hedl) from the ground

(Received for publicati,)n 20 March V.)84)
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in the vicinity of appropriateLv tilted ionospheric lavers that refract them irit,,

(or out of) the ground-hop mode.

°,F-LAYER GROUND-HOP MODE

" * EARTH

F-LAYER

CHORDAL MODE Figure 1. Schematic
SOURCE Representation of

Three Idealized RTWk,
Propagation Modes

EARTH

' F-LAYER

E-LAY ER TRAPPED MODE

2. GROUND-BASED EXPERIMENTS

- Ground-based long range and RTW propagation experiments have provided

evidence that ducting takes place. 1,2 Figure 2 shows a RTW ionogram recorded at

2356 LT during one experiment which involved two neighboring ground stations at
'-" 2
Ava and Verona, New York (- 45' N Lat. ) that were only 65 km apart. The
137, 5 msec delay time of the Leading edge indicates that the signal traveled along

the longer portion of the connecting North-South great circle. In this successful

pass over the auroral zone, the nighttime auroral trough provided a natural

1. Bubenik, D. M., Fraser-Smith, A. C.. Sweeney. L. E., Jr., and Villard, 0. G. , Jr.
(197 1) Observations of fine structure in high-frequency radio signals propagated
around the world, J. Geophys. Res. 76(4):1088-1092.

2. Elkins, T. J., Toman, K. , and Sales, G. S. (1980) Theoretical and Experimental
Studies of HF Ducted Propagation, RADC-TR-80-750, AD A098944.
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ionit-t h,.-t tilt Otat it'ih, the igta[ u :t l i t) ta t' to it' ,, it , i i i t , t' "'. ,

ni l~l hays- sufft't', u teat aIS t tittl. . t It't Al t : . ' , e!" I:,

ft&'t'It. I Ie Vete l> I.i ant tt Io e III tI Lie tit ii> VX' I

" ea riil -leta,' etI o I'.

144

143

.mbi * 142

141

.- 139

138

* 137

6.5 12 5 18.5 245 295

FREQUENCY (MHz)

tif_2111e '2. SiIg i-ho of ,M/('\, Signal lRadQiated

N-i'tl-ard -r I } Ava, New Y)rk and Re'c.i\'e, at
\u.rOta, New York About 137.5 msec Later

.. ,

Some features of this ionogrant ate wortn noting. TIher oti. 1.!| ' ( t's-,'e" lies

within the 2. 5 ose,' time interval between 137. 5 and 140 mse', delav. ie It'->oi

vertical lines whi 'h run front top to bo)ttom below 13. 5 MtlyZ are n -pm ,' :rt,,'-

,* ference and noise. l3t ,vond 13. 5 NlfHz. whet'e the intet'ie rem-t 'cr'tase,. '-c,' rp[tl

was manually changed and 1T%% sig'nals were received out to 25. 5 All1z. A: the

latter frequent'v the gairi was again manualiv changed and siEnals wer t ,'en, 2! Vi".

The splitting of the trace into discrete hands., which end at about 20. 2'-; ,n d 2(1 l;'.
A.. is tvpi cal of RTW imograms. 1 sediIi na has theoretica lv attribute i Itss ban,i,

whose delav times increase with frequencv, to ground-hop and chordal no,ie-. (In

the other han-I. she has asso .iated other h;and structures which exhibit dr-rease,1

delay times with increasing frequen,-v with trapped modes. However, her ,:t)tlit-

sions are based upon qualitative, rather than quantitative, matching to the band

b 3. Tsedilina. Ye. Ye. (1980) Discrete structure of round-the-world sign:ls,
Geomagnetism and Aeronomv. 20(1):99-101.'F'it,
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st r'uktur'es. -he aailab ilIityv of an e [evatect, orhitting re -iver if the I iAI) W'oer -

me nt would remove the luct ejection losses w hic~h at'le t4ror -asIea e-

ie nts and might result in more detailed i onograas.

3 RADC's ORBITING RECEIVE[, EXPERIMENT

RA DC s expe riment calls for signals emitted from a g round-bised source to

nte r one of severtal possible wT\% p ropaga tion channels either via a natural lY tilted,

Ionospheric refraction gradient (for example, the solar te rmina tor) or, via a nea rbv ,

rItifiCiaUlIV pl'r duced, ionospheric scatte ring region. If neces sa cv, the later mray

be created bY means of the 'heater' shown in Figuiire 3. The receiver xill orbit the

earth every 90 rmin with perigee altitude within the ducting region. Nine long- range

ionogr'ams in one 15-mmn invervail per' orbit at perigee will be collected and telernetered

to ea rth over a 1-v r pe riod.

MAGNETIC FIELD

'.IRREGULARITIES MD

IONOSPEHERIC

Figure 3. Use of Heater- Induced, Field-aligned Plasma
* Irregularities to Deflect Transmitted Signals Into an

Ionospheric Duct

The success of the experiment depends on advance knowledge of the locations

* of the most robust ducting channels. Although several transmitter sites will be

available during the experiment, the receiver will be able to listen to only one of them

at a time. Turn-around time for ionogram telemetry and processing will be about

three days. By this time the receiver will have moved through many orbits.

10
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Successful scheduling of the transmitterIs will req ta e qi, . ud t'l., hi', 'K .li -d

tational pre-assessnient of th( relative robLst lt.:s I If tf.I kd ti :lg ch . i, ti, 1

receiver. Since conventional ravtracing would be tn, ,1ow, 'Ac la.c tt tiI ,b%

technique recently develo pcd for this kind (If p'obltit, b% Ilse: ilt in lt -% it

Union.

4. ADABATIC INVARIANT rHEORY

The idiabatic invariant technique was pioneered bY (;urevich, 4 dtlIna

6
Fishchuk and others over the past 10 years. It is an outgrowth of k. 'licc % xck I)I

Wvk. I The th-ory begins with the magnetic vector potential A, r, H, o)

-;(r)Y(mlm (a, 01 which is inserted into Maxwell's equations. 1lcre, r is the ratdi il

distance from earth center, 0 is the polar angle which MeVisulres dist:nce, A,.g l ,

great-circle path, o is the off-path azimuthal angle, @' represents the iadiaI part

of A, Ym represents the angul1it a A, and .i s an a rbitratv unit vecor. Aftc r

separation of variable and linearization, the spatial dependence of /, z r - ir, ill .

spherically symmetric ionosphere is governed by the one-dimension-il >,'initL.r
equation for a free-particle in a potential well: 8

d + Ik E - U(z] / 0,
dz

-"-S where

.22
E = (f + l)/kr2 r

0

U(z = -(z) - 2z/r0

2 2
E (z) 1 - f2(z)/f

r is the earth radius, k is the free-space wave number, f (z is the ionospheric

plasma frequency and f is the operating frequency. The negative of the potentiAl well

function U(z) is the sum of the magnetic field-free, collision-free dielectric con-
V. stant E(z) and the "spherical distortion' term 2z/r o , where z represents altitude

¢'e above earth. The "energy level" E represents the coupling constant to the differ-

ential equation for Yfm"

S(Due to the large number of references cited above, they will not be listed here.
See References, page 37.)
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l-igu vc 4 siio\% s 1(''.( t Iit ft,.ti( ri F-ns Ont.. I Ittl I s U

f requiency profite o%\r th* ;,wit I.5 6, . 1.. ftaI s i \I

- medlia n tudtl ionfl ,ht-,s c %I th 6 ull5pot nutia 11: in, v t I 00 1I'. V! 1 -

has been stpesdfor CL11itx . Fo the tich-L!IIt is I h r1-'- (1a sniltL II r

ain operating freqcllc of 20 ri\Ili. N otiic-e thiit ti I k I ittr I-tr' fI .. 1 1

L - 1 on the ground and continu(,s a loig thc tilIted I linc -2Z, r utilis rtf

ionizaition aipiris iit an altitude of bhout 80 kml.IeafcttsIio. V

is modified by\ tne L.' ind I-2 -lvec jofi/atinls. It this pi'ilc i.-; C aI 't I

as in ;I- 11.re.5, the outlines oif i potorntial I well is jnltl-iaitcl. p:0w.

PLASMA FREQUENCY POTENTIAL
PROFILE PROFILE

400

.**-300 hF
2  

-F LAYER - 2PV2

h,

4 100 .- LAYER 2Z'-

f0 E fF2

0 4 8 12 -0 92 0.96 -100 1 04 1 08

Y~MHZt U

I igu re 4. 1 lasinma F requenc% P rofile % r tOw

Point(I19.75 -, f3i8 E) froto 1i N( AP\l' t \i
Suinspot N umbert 50 in .1 oe :it I V , . nd th,
Co rresp)onding 1 otentiad 1I unction ait f - 20 iMl I

4,1 Propagation Channel Types

4. 1. 1 GlROL NIJ-11OP CIIANNIA.

In F:igure 5, the vertical to rtion of tile left-haind .%itl, --iicil extf ads- 1;,W

co respndsto t he pe rfectlv t-ef lecti%( yron, r-1h11I

wall stops at z where 19 attains the. ulaXMIt1 ulA1 al ] I'l Th et('o ic *( the a .F
revertsing portion of the bottomiside of the Ia vLiet lies belIow. the ho tizontIi ime

9 19E because this tine rep resents the maximun level fora hound sohltions.I ;I

lyvi ng above 19 = i co r 0resprlnt to unbound solu tions x hicli pi-n -tat( th roug h tla(

-. .% 9. Llovd, .L. , llavdon, (1.W\. , ILuca-s, 1). 1- , aitt Tcterts, L.. [Z. I s tiniatitll,
the P e rfornmance of Treleconol cation Svs temns s ing the lollosphe ci

'UTransmission Channel,*Vl 1 , TechAniques for . na v z ing7 lono)sphi-ic E~ffects
I-po-n IIF9 Systemrs ito he publishied b%- VrI. 'ITS).
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-095

0

d. NO..

Z, IV
00100

-Er ------

hmE hmF

0 0,200i 300

Z2 Z zE ZC Z3  ZI ZF

ALTITUDE Z (kn)

Figure 5. Potential \\ ell at f= 20 MHz for the Plasma
Frequency Profile in FigUre 4 \\ ith F-Laver Ground-hop
Modes in Channel I, E-Laver Chordal Modes in
Channel ii, FE-trapped Modes in Channel lIi, and

* "-Layer Chordal Modes in Channel IV. The E- and
F-Layer maximum electron density heights are h E
and h F, respectively mhm,

ionosphere, while levels lying between U and E.. and U = -I cotrespond to bound

solutions which bounce back and forth between the ground and the ionosphere. The

latter levels belong to the F-layer ground-hop channel which we shall call Channel 1.

. Below the line U = -1. the left-hand wall is detached from the ground. Consequently,

we shall refer to the corresponding levels as earth-detached levels.

4. 1.2 EARTH-DETACHED CbANNELS

The earth-detached levels are divided among three different channels due to

the presence of the secondary maximum U = LE at zE * From U = -I down to

L = E ,. F-layer ionization produces the right-hand wall while the upper portion of

- the "pseudo wall' term -2z/r o , which contains no ionization, accounts for the left-

hand wall. Therefore, these levels correspond to the F-la.ver chordal mode channel

Sp which we will call Channel IV. Beneath Channel IV lie two more channels both of

13
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which extend downwa ids frot the line tt! , tile I'ft I 1

L-laver chordal mode channel which lics hct.eektn t I.'. pt, .. t , -2,

pseudo wall and the wave- reversing portion of tht bttwisi ' ,,f thue I.-

the right, between the topside )f the IL -l. \e und the ,tI.. itt , ,f thi. tttm'i ltd.

of the F-laver, lies Channel III, whichI is i tr'1pped vih Ijn . JUel. It L11 I I t,'l.I

*,, were present, additional channels would exist, but thes' ... e' su plui te- t'd iII ('de r

to simplify this discussion.

- 4.2 Snell's Law in the Potential Well

Snell' s Law in a sphe rical, st ri'tified ionosphe ice is jiI sin i -ois t, .-. hi(

VI = /"is the index of refraction and i is the verticj l incidence tglc. >inlce
0N j 0)2z.0 0 0 /' 701and i r = =/ ro V/ (- oz/I

then 7 cos ct z const, where a is the elevation .ingle compleinuntjrv to i . d is

measured awav from the horiznntal plane passing thr )ugh the altitude Z pI'f-es-

ponding to E z Uz). Suppose we set const = I cos Y at the rel'ererwt

altitude z , where E zUz ) represents a minimum in U. Then )n total2 c C" -l

reflection, a = 0, and therefore ,y z cos VE/ gives the rov's elevatio

,- angle as it passes through z
C

For rays which do not hit the ground, a - 0 occurs at two different altitudes

which define the upper reflection point z , where U(z I = E, and the lower reflection
U

point z where U(z= L also. On the other hand, for ground-hop rays, (Y = 0 is

still true at the upper reflection point, but no longer on the ground. Let us move

the reference altitude down to the ground, where U -1, and set const= vl- cos f3,

where 0 is the ground launch or arrival angle. Then, a = 0 yields cos

We can use a c , zc and g to provide reasonable initial guesses for ray-trace

calculations. More significantly, having established a correspondence between

energy levels in our potential well and rays propagating in the pertinent ionospheric

... channels, we can turn to the problem of measuring the robustness of these channels -

4 .". that is, counting the number of rays (or equivalently, the number of energy levels)

which each channel can accommodate.

4.3 Number of Bound Solutions Inside the Potential Well

The adiabatic invariant theory enables us to count the total number of energy

levels inside the potential well by applying the WKB solution to Eq. (1). Outside the

well, beyond the turning points, E < U(z) and this solution consists of damped expo-

nentials,

- 1/2 z
ip(z) = 1/2 C[iK(z)] exp Ji f K(z)dz], z >> zu , and

z
u

z
-1/2 f

i (z) 1/2 C'(iK(z)] exp [i f K(z)dz], z << z (2)
z
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and n = 0, 1, 2. Nis the number of Possible nodes in 4/ n. Te number n also

counts the number of eigenvalues corresponding to bound solutions. %%e see that

there are a total of N+ 1 eigenvalues in the spherically symmetric ionosphere

assumed in Eq. (1).

As an aside, we note that action integrals of the form f dz, where

P = = phase space momentum and

z = phase-space position,

when applied to periodic systems are called "adiabatic invariants". Hence, thle

use of this name for integrals like I n

4.4 Number of Bound Solutions in Sub-Regions of the Potential Well

In Figure 6 we show I vs E for the potential well of Figure 5. We shall drop the

index n and consider I and E to be continuous because I it10 to 10 2km, while
A = 2/k =10 m, and therefore, kI 103 to 104 levels. For added convenience, we

shall ignore the multiplicative constant k and merely let I represent a relative number

of bound solutions. We see that I varies continuously from the upper cutoff (point 5,

corresponding to E down to the lower cutoff (point 3, corresponding to E

15
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Figure 6. Computed, Relative Adiabatic Invariant vs Fnerg.v I-evel for the
Potential %%ell in Figure 5

From Figure 5 we know that this curve actually spans two channels: between points

5 and 4 it lies in Channel I, and between points 4 and 3 it lies in Channel IV. imme-

diately below point 3 there is a gap in I because the potential well splits into two

subwells. This splitting makes I a double-valued function of E: the curve between

points I and 2 Lies in Channel I1, while the curve between points I' and 2' lies in

Channel I. The gap in I occurs even though there is no corresponding discontinuity

in E. We will discuss the implications of this fact in Section 5. For the moment,

let us look at some special values of I in more detail.

4.4.1 ADIABATIC INVARIANT IF

The number of bound solutions belonging to the entire well is

F =F - U(z)dz
0

Where E in Eq. (4) was set to the largest, finite, maximum value F , and the inte-

gration runs between the infinitely high ground wall at z = 0 and the alitude z,. at

1. which U z EF as shown in Figure 5. Recall that for E > E solutions can escape

over the right-hand well wall-that is, they penetrate through the ionosphere and

are lost.
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'.hie I. .-. Stit i~h leX if - I':', ,i it l " Un i i,', i h t X:'I: ti,ui t l rl 'l I ff1

.,a: n ,.l,;'. tu - Ilhi. r. i c r i hih. blund l utions fhf th r i d-..1W f(tet lchtd

i'n thut til , l'th, slhI"' I - I 'i tnet S u ntt . It A sol 111[1St 111n , " if - ) -: IV

.",, ti , I 1. tri.,t iii. t 1 01111(id hi, i IltlI!\ If t is IV:Az iig s )ld utitl does

"nIt keXt~t (ttit is, to I ,/I j t(file '.ith L -1 for 01 , Oi, then I il I be defined

t1jtl:t [ to l'. F (is I h s nut n tiit thel.kr :le t no) deta ched solutions in this c:'Ise.

I'() th It , ii' ,n v pus sible bound souUtions wou d indeed be dvt-.,:died modes!

g'4- IhI e ti, . tict, sC O!Lutions ud airead haive been included in JI , and there-

fuie .A ,. I) I tul indicato_ this. ( )n the (uther ind, fu r(' i files in which 1

,i ies ,b \e_ Ind b 1' , -I (such Is in idure 5). 1 lwilLser\el.isaa at,' )" lii-hf)

solutions, fi i ':lich I -1 from det:iched mode so!utions, for which L - I.

4. 4. A A I)Ii\A TI- IN \ I:\_N T iE

The third adiabatic invariant is

zE

I= L - iU(z)dz , (7)

where E was set to the secondary, maximum value E., and the integration runs

" between the two altitudes z2 and z E' both of which lie beneath the L-layer and are

intercepted by the line U = L E , Thus, IE is proportional to the number of bound

solutions which in this particular case are chordal modes beneath the E-laver in

Channel II in Figure 5.

4.4.4 ADIABATIC IN\ARIANT Ii.E

The fourth adiabatic invariant is
9. z 3

I FE = L - U(z)dz , (8)" zE
,°E

where E E is the same secondary, maximum value used above for I., and the inte-

gration runs between the previously mentioned altitude zE and the altitude z3 where

the lower portion of the F-layer is intercepted by the continuation of the line U = E

Hence, IFE is proportional to the number of trapped mode solutions caught between

4 the E and the F-layers in Channel Ill in Figure 5.
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It is of interest to note that the sarle ttl \ l ., l. , i sc iII dci!IL' |),til

I and I . 'onsequentl y. the litte' t.) III be 6unin (I to ,i' filth ,'rilb t1'

in, riant 1I. = I . l hiCh represents the SUm of the boiund -ol itions . 5oot.

-i v ith the p resence of the r.h-ea i. Fhe quantities 1 I. and I jstj,,A(j(j c til. c ,a

between points 2 and 3 in Figure 6. This g p shrinks A, night 1(hen the I-I;,,. thInS

out and the se(ondar-v maxinium in Li at z L. flattens. In g2sue ral as tht innosphe re

becomes depleted of electrons, 1., 11.1 11 1, " rd I I ,11 dec ta se -,ntinuoiisl,.

lowever, as noted in S)ection 4. 3. 2, 11 liv a bruptl% bt eoine zteo if thtc iono-spher e

loses enough electrons to the point where it no longer supp ts the c rai zing Sotlution s.

4.5 Number of Bound Solutions in Each Propagation Channel

The adiabatic invariants I and I we 'e immediately identified %with the nun belr

of solutions in ('hannels 1I and IlI of Figure 5. kIn the other hand, it is possible to

count the number of ground-hop solutions in Channel I by subtraicting the number of

earth-detached solutions I1 from the total number of solutions 1 ." l.ikewise, the

number of F-layer chordal solutions in Channel IV may be counted by subtracting

both the number of E-laver chordal solutions Ii. and the number of trapped solutions

I F E from 11. Table I below summarizes the "algebra" for all of the channels at

20 All-lz for the ionosphere of Figure 4.

*Table 1. Propagation Channel Algebra at 20 Alliz for the
Ionosphere of Figure 4

Channel Channel Relative Number

No. Type of solutions

I F-layer ground hop IF - I

II E-layer chordal IE

III E-layer/F-layer trapped I

IV F-layer chordal I1 - ItFE+ E

At this point we the important result that we have estimated the number of bound

solutions within each channel in this spherically symmetric ionosphere without ever

having traced a single ray.
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4.6 Number of Bound Solution,, in Sub Regions it tile
Potential Well at Lmoer F-requencte,

The foregoing inalysis ..- s . i(I til t tt 20 l1z, 1:1. 1i, '. ,

a lower frequency, soY It Al 1z , .e .u,,,ld ex I) ct t, fin (,. ,: ,,' ' . .,

taining even more bound solutions thin it 20 .A li. .\1st,, -. rou]i ,x , I, i

some ground-hop solutions beloNx the IC -l:xver :is well o s helos the I -1.'. 1"1

is indeed the case, Ls shown in 1Figure

9

P f 8 MHzt

,4 0.0-
EF

iD
- 0 .

0
Uz

E

I.-

I I

ILI E

I Im hmF

0 I 1001 Z 200 300
I ZE

Z2  z, Z3  zF

ALTITUDE Z (km)

Figure 7. Potential Well at f= 8 MHz for the Plasma
Frequency Profile in Figure 4 With F-Layer Ground-hop
Modes in Channel 1, E-Layer Chordal Modes in Channel
II, FE-trapped lodes in Channel Ill, and E-Layer
Ground-hop Modes in Channel V. The E- and F-layer
maximum electron density heights are h E and hn F,
respectively m
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4.6. 1 l'ROlA(l\ 'l()N (AL.NNEI. A [" ./

We see from Figure 7 that some of the prop.ct n,,. s fn -.

tion 4. 1 had to be revised. For example, (.trtinnel I , i - '" ' d -l,

which extended at 20 Mllz from L' down t, r ). Iv . niv o ,s 's di,.'

E . The naximun ene'gy level limiting ( hannel iI 1 E- 1: cV r cli,:dL, I t lu ii :1

now lies at U - 1. The definition of Channel Ill (trapped solutions) ins un -

changed, but Channel I\ (I -LVer chordal solutions) fi s completc lv dis ,ppe:ired

due to E-layer screening. We also created a new Channel \ to dcscribt, lt. neA

11-Liver rotri,!-hop solutions which now fill the region from -E d0%wn ti -1.

At this point, there seems to be no means for conparing the potential ,.e[is it the

two frequencies in Figures 5 ind 7.

4. 6. 2 COMMONALI'TY OF THE ADIABATrIC IN\tAIWANTS

In spite of the differences in well topology at the two frequencies, the formal

definitions given in Section 4. 3 for ILI I1,1 I and I1 apply to both wells. The

only circumstantial changes involve the values of the integration limits and the fixed

constants in the kernels. Therefore, we can still use the four adiabatic inva riants

as basis elements from which to construct a new channel algebra at 8 Mliz as given

in Table 2.

STable 2. Propagation Channel Algebra at 8 MHz for the
Ionosphere of Figure 4

Channel Channel Relative Number
No. Type of Solutions

I F-layer ground-hop IiF - I FE+L

II E-layer chordal I I

III E-layer/F-layer trapped I.. , F E

"1' IV E-layer ground hop iE Il

We could go on to examine even more exotic well topologies and accumulate (or

eliminate) additional propagation channels. However, we would find that the four

adiabatic invariants I I , I and I form a complete set of elements which we1E' 1,F' 1 E 1
can use in linear combinations to count the solutions belonging to these channels.

We shall therefore use these adiabatic invariants to compare different ionospheres

\ , over different parts of the globe at the same or at different frequencies.

*1~ 20
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Il ,1' ego Ig ai tlvsrs applied to a sphericll11 s1inrrm t :'ic ions()StIri'e'o. let "is
extend this analvsis to i set of points a long : pa rticuki¢r path a round the ,.,ord.

Figure 8 shows the ;' riations in solar zenith angle \, lave r heights and critic.d

frequencies vs angular range 0 along the F&'\ path Which heads dure east from
*422 N, 120 L at 0 1 0 and passes through the ionosphe re of Jiguare 4 at

= 240 degrees. tFigure 9 shows the sequential values of the ove rIRead aidiabatic
invariants 1i.., 1FL+E and I which were computed assuming thait the ionosphere was

locally spherically symmetric at each point 1 along the path. The cu'ves were made
for' f= 20 MHz. We see that this path cannot be entirely traversed at this frequency

via ground-hop modes, because we find path segments along which I vanishes.
F Recall that where I exists, the solutions counted by- I are divided into two sets:1 Fse s
- ground-hop solutions with I < I _ I., and chordal solutions with I < O On the

I FC
other hand, where I vanishes, only chordal solutions are possible.

The lightly hatched regions in Figure 9 show where ground-hopping is permitted.

Notice that it is forbidden along the path segment between 0 = 90 degrees and

o = 180 degrees. Furthermore, at 0 = 143 degrees the only possible propagation

mode consists of a very small set of chordal solutions lying in an extremely shallow

earth-detached well. This shallow well controls the entire RTW propagation channel

for this path at 20 MHz because all ground-hop and many chordal and trapped rays

penetrate through it and are lost. As we can see, the adiabatic invariant theory
gives us at least a qualitative picture of the survivable propagation modes. The

* meaning of 1(0) can be extended as follows.
The fundamental theorem of the adiabatic invariant approximation states that

the bound solution n (z,0 ) associated with In (z,0 ) = const. propagates in a slowly
varying ionosphere in accordance with Snell's Law; conversely, t/n(ZO ) undergoes
a transition to another /m(z,O ) associated with another Im ( = const. only via a
sudden, scattering process which violates Snell's Law. A formal proof of this

theorem is not yet available. The ionosphere has to be slowly varying because we
will assume that it is locally symmetric about the radius through any particular
surface coordinates (0 ,0) for the spatial extent of at least one period of ray oscilla-
tion, E. By "period of oscillation" we mean the distance interval required for a ray
to depart and return to the same layer. Examples are the great-circle lengths of
either one hop in a ground--hop channel, one complete bounce out and back between
the two layers of a trapped mode channel, or one ricochet from and back to the

qI single layer of a chordal mode channel.
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%%v have already established the relationship betvt:(cn .Snells' I .aw and I - and" ri

therefore, I in Section 4. 2 for a syninetric ionosphere. Hence, in the symmetric
n'

case, we h:,ve a unique ray which trve rses the altitude z at the local elevation

angle a corresponding to I n. We sha1ll assume that this is still approximately

- true in the nearly symmetric case, and that E (0), a(0), z (0), z (W) and z WI)
n c u C

readjust in such a way as to leave I n 0 invariant.

Therefore, the adiabatic invariant approach allows us to rav-t race simpl V

by superimposing horizontal lines corresponding to constant values of 1O ) upon

Figure 9 as shown in Figure 10. BY moving either eastward or westward along one

of these lines we can immediately determine the propagation modes of the corres-

ponding ray. For example, the segment A3 AAIA 2' along which N) = 2.5, des-

cribes a nearly horizontal ray that ricochets in a chordal mode near the bottom of

the nighttime F-layer since NO) = 2.5 corresponds to very low-lying levels E(O) and

very shallow elevation angles a c(0). In daytime along A2 A 3 , this ray becomes

trapped between the E- and the F-layers since 2.5 < I FE(0). The foregoing is

similarly true for all rays within the band I (0) 2. 5.

i-"

80 
I

.-

K
..... 60- IF

.. .. . . E

"e"_ Li _ i'1

40

81 8
C22

D6 D4
I 20

,-

0 60 120 180 240 300 30

" ,

Figure 10. The Adiabatic Invariants Chart ih Figure 9 With aypaths

AA A2 3A.BB1 2 c 1C P D D2 3D D5 6and LL 1 L2 (shown as
horizontal dashed lines) Straddling the Longer Great Circle Segment
Between the Vertical Dashed Lines at 0 90 and 240 Degrees
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()n tle other hand, i.'\s with 1l1 ) - 23 le ve die i2.noslhcit , IV,. A t, In

this I(T\\ path. F"or' example, r -ilv 13B leaves alt H1, either b% directl . '

e, through tile F-lover or b. first bouncing off the ground aind then penetr:. ting2 a.-

J-what farther along the path. This unce etaintv', which could be r' 501 ved hy . 1,

e"". doing the ravtracing, is of no concern as long as we know that this !':i% is ultlnatelv
- lost. indeed, the advantage of tile a jdiabs tic inva riant the(i'v lies in its a bilitv to

deal with the question of existence more di rectly than the c(mstrtuctive appi':ich of

Sav-t racing.

To examine a more practical case, suppose we are located on tile glOund hne:i

0 = 240 degrees and we wish to transmit to an orbitting receiver near t4 - ') degrees.

k\\e first draw two vertical dashed lines, at 0 = 240 degrlees and 0 90 fetrr 4 s in

Figure 10, and then, begin a pr-ocess of eliminating rays in other' wo rds, horizontal

lines) which emanate from the vertical line at U =240 degerees until we find ain uninpedecd

propagation channel. Since we wish to transmit from the ground, only line segment

DCBI.K, which lies in the ground-hop channel, is of any use. All horizont:l lines

pointing westward from DCBI.K penetrate through the ionosphere befoce a1 = 180' .

Therefore, we need to consider only eastward pointing rays. ()f the latter, only the

rays lying below LL 1L 2 reach 6 =90 degrees; those above I. 1 L.) penetrate throu-,h

the F-layer before 0 =90 degrees. Hence, we are left with segment 1)(131.. \%We

might also consider the option of eliminating the rays between lines 1313 B and
*~ 12

LL L1 L 2 , becaube they involve some ground-hopping between BB and LL I that

increases the likelihood of D- and E-layer absorption.

The rays between lines DD and CC are controversial because they eventually

-'fall into the gap (darkened region) between IF.E and IFL+E In Section 4. 4 it was

pointed out that I underwent a sudden discontinuity within this gap, although the

level E did not. There are two possible points of view regarding this situation. The

liberal view 10, maintains that there is a possibility that in traversing point DlI thle

ray continues to obey Snell's Law while gradually converting from chordal to trapped

,' mode. This process is schematically represented by the vertical line D 1 D 2 . It

then proceeds in trapped mode from D 2 to D 3 , where it encounters another gap in

I and reverts to chordal mode, in a process represented by D D 4 . Finally the ray

continues along D4D5D 6 in a chordal mode. On the other hand, a conservative view

would hold that all of this is unlikely, and that the only indisputably open, low

absorption channel lies between lines CC 1 C 2 and BB 1 B 2 . Perhaps the {ADC(.' experi-

ment will shed light on this issue.

10. Lobachevskiy, L.A., Suares, J., Tushentsova, 1.A. Fishchuk, D. I., and
Tsedilina, Ye. Ye. (1979) Analysis of the conditions of propagation of

' decametric radio waves on a long path by the adiabatic method on a fixed
frequency. 1, Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, 19(3):314-319.
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A more ,exhaustive anal\'sis of this conmun cati 'n k'II,*-1n,.iI kimIld reqi"i v u. to

redraw Figure 10 at Irequencies above trid below 20 MIIz in order to find he

optimum frequency which would rnak,, this chinnel most robust-that is, the he'k-

quency which yields the widest band of acceptable I values. Aklo, we should

generate additional adiabatic invari int charts for other tim ,_.s of dayv, se: sons,

sunspot numbers, and so on. Because of lack of spa ce, w% %ill consider only one

more case at f = 8 MHz.

From Figure I 1 we see that at 8 MlLz there exists an eiarth-detached clizainel,

similar to the one at 20 Mliz, below line AA A. It also consists partlv of I -lavel

chordal modes and partl 5 of trapped modes. However, at 8 Alliz the L-Iayec is

more influential and the trapped modes predominate. Compare the longer I.t L

curve in Figure 11 with the shorter curve in Figure 9. In addition to this

RTW% channel, we find another, which consists purely of ground-hop rays, between

£ lines CCC2C3C an3 BB1 2B 3. \%e might consider adopting this channel for

communicating, either eastward or westward, between 0 = 240 degrees and

90 degrees (vertical dashed lines in Figure 11) via ground-hopping. The westward

80 -
.

60

E FE+E

40

>

52C,' .. I F E 'E F

T 14 Al1 A

4.' 0 60 120 180 240 300 360

ANGULAR RANGE Ideg)

Figure 11. Adiabatic Invariants I.., II 1FE and IFE+E vs Angular

;?ange at f= 8 MHz Along the Great Circle Path in Figure 8, \\ ith
RTW iavpaths AA IA, BI B B 3B, CCIC2C3C Shown as Horizontal

Dashed Lines. The shorter raypaths BB 2 , CC 3 and DD I straddle
the shorter great circle Segment between the vertical dashed lines
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direction would be preferable b t.I ist it i.S ,ti t' r ! . 1 i,1 - ltr, a

rays betwkeen DD .nd CC. lovev.', I- .cc i-,. t .- ,atin I,,

preclude any successful g tound-hoIpp)[iJ,. l':Ut' (A1'e, . '. t , ! I

ground to elevated receiver cornnunic.:tion ..,tiht hc Kil 'i,1. \i., it is n t

to realize that we have arrived at these conclusion .-. itiut aC., d ..

rav- t ra c ing.

6. SIMULATED IONOGRAMS

If we prepare additional cha rts, simila C to I igules 9 ind I I, for Ithe e it-

quencies in the EIt" band and super'impose upon then; horizontal lines of constant

- I, then we can construct a simulated ionog ran between to() points, using Ir, procedi,'
6

described by tishchuk and Tsedilina. "or each frequency" Wec determine the niini-

mum I min and the maximum Imax for the path in question. \\ e consider' only I values

% between the two lines 1(0)= Imin and 1(0)= I max. Ior each intermediate line J0 ), \ve

compute the corresponding curves E(O), z () and z u ) by working backwards from

Eq. (4). This task is easy to do it we can interpolate within a precomputed table of

these quantities. %\e then insert the appropriate values into Bor'isov's 1f formulas

P. for group delay:

g c

00

z

"- 2 u zdz (10)z zo"

and

z
2 u dz

r 0  z f 1fE-U

where t is the group delay in msec, c is the speed of light in km!msec, r is earth

radius in kin, f is the path end point in radians, T-is the ray 'mean altitude' in km

and H is the period of ray oscillation in radians.

11. Borisov, N. D., Fishchuk, D. I. , and Tsedilina, Ye. Ye. (1978) Frequency
dependence of the group lag time of round-the-world signals, Radiophysics

-.. and Quantum Electronics, 21(3):255-260.
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I

At this point we hlave iidis rim ain tel counted All of tiht 1. 5 bo t ,: by tit,

u,,nsphere bet\een t
4 =0 and 0 = 0 f' \ e nced t r tliiin:rte thost, raY s Ahrich CI() ot

e itnate from the source and those that d) not ar'rive at tire receiver. To dc( this,

we keep t ",ck of the number of oscillations exper'ienced by ech r:1v ' 'l

0 f

f) f dO ,-c, (12)
0

and \\e accept only those rrvs for which P is an integer-. In this way tire simnulzrted

ionogrant will represent a point-to-point transmission.

The sinlulated, lossless ionogram in j2'igure 12 is a pi-elimina ty result and will

be refined in future work. We see signatures of rays which undergo from 14 to 33

hops I{TW lying within the trailing and leading edge (dashed curves) for ground-hop

propagation. These results are similar to those first obtained by 1 ishchuk and
6

Tsedelina. In addition to these ground-hop details, we have also computed the

trapped and chordal mode structures. These appear as two bands of simulated

signatures: one, immediately below 140 msec and at frequencies less than 12. 5 Alliz,

includes rays which undergo from 14 to 20 periods of oscillation l{TW; while the

other, immediately above 137 msec, includes from 20 to 26 periods. These bands

merge into one band which lies between 138 and 139 msec from 12. 5 to 33 lHz.

These results do not match those of Tsedelina 3 for trapped modes, as far as delay

times and structure are concerned.

b' 155.

A 152- ADIABATIC INVARIANT
. RTW IONOGRAM

- -- "3o NO ABSORPTION

149- " , O GROUND HOP

2 MODES

5 146 PS

22
.-.P, O 143 N

_________________ 'TRAPPED &

%'8 r2CHORDAL MODES

~FREQUENCY (MHZ)

9 1.

P' " Figure 12. Simulated, Absorptionless, Swept-frequency,
! :RTW lonogram frman Elevated Sourch Which is Radiating

,%, Due East from (42' N, 120' E)
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It is premature to comepare ligUre 1'2 with the emjpiri, .I ionog rain I Figu 3.

The paths and ionospheric conditions were not the same, and the earth-detached

mode structure as shown in Figure 12 needs more work. lowever, %w, can find

nothing in Figure 12 which resembles the three prominences above 20 l\lz in

Figure 3. Tsedelina qualitatively attributed these prominences to surviving ground-

hop modes but her quantitative results predicted that thee should lie below 13 Mttz.

-II 7. ADIABATIC INVARIANT SYNOPTIC MAPS

lonograms are suitable for predicting operating frequencies over the path be-

tween two given points. For the purpose of assessing propagation robustness between

a fixed point and points in a variety of azimuthal directions, a synoptic view is

preferable. Here is where the real power of the adiabatic invariant technique was

demonstrated by Tushentsova. 12

Figures 13 and 14 are synoptic maps of f E and f F2. respectively, using the0 0

IONCAP model ionosphere for June with sunspot number 50 at 1200 UT, in a format
13

- similar to the one used by NBS to show critical frequency contours. Forvisual impact,

bands of adjacent critical frequencies were shaded in tones of gray, instead of labelling

each contour line. Also in this format, Figures 15 through 22 show synoptic maps of I

I I , and IFE at two frequencies -8 and 20 MHz. The gray tones in the latter figures

indicate bands of adjacent I values. Some unlabelled contours were drawn inside

the broader shaded bands in order to avoid blurring out various topological details.

The dot-dash curves in Figures 13 through 22 represent the solar terminator, while

the dashed curves denote the RTW path discussed in Section 5. By applying the over-

-lay in Figure 23 to Figures 13 through 22, variations in the ionosphere and in the

related propagation modes along great-circle paths in all azimuthal directions that

emanate from the starting point at (420 N, 120' E), may be compared.

12. Tushentsova, I.A., Fishchuk, D. I., and Tsedilina, Ye. Ye. (1974) Maps of
the global distribution of some parameters of ionospheric wave ducts,
Preprint No. 5, IZMIRAN.

13. Zacharisen, D. H. World maps of F2 critical frequencies and maximum usable
frequency factors, NBS Tech. Note 2 (Apr 1959) and NBS Tech. Note 2/2
(Oct 1960).
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SYNOPTIC f0 E AT 12 UIT

90ON

RELATIVE SCALE

'p. 0-0.5

30ON 0.5-1.0
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Figure 13. Synoptic Map of Cr~itical Frequency f E from TONCAP With
Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT0

SYNOPTIC f0 F2 AT 12 UT RELATIVE SCALE
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* 60ON
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w 4-5
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Figure 14. Synoptic Map of Critical Frequency f F2 from IONCAP With
Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT0
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7.A SN noiilc I[: M1ps

The mnaps of I , ( FigurC 15 for 8 Alliz ind I iguref 1i And 20 Al tI.' h,', t}i

relative robustness of IlI p)roi)igittion viii ground-hip ind or cli'd I )d- ire. ! V.,! l,
the bottomside of the global 1- layer. The contourr e i l 11 -n i . : , .. -

form to those of f t E in Figure 13. To further distinguish bt...i .O0

chordal modes, it would be necessary to cornpare these tr,)l'. '. th Ill-,- !'.I I ,
* Figures 19 and 20. as will be done in Section 7. 3.

7.2 S~nopric IF Maps

The maps of I., (Figure 17 for 8 1lz and I. igure 18 for 20 Mlii I . i t. rtil

tive robustness of total Ili propagation anywhere over th pglobe, ii r .:wt tl,.,. ,t

the mode type or the ionospheric laver involved. The I1.intur rstol i h tii ,.i,

for f0 F2 in Figure 14; the most robust regions occur in the vi(-init\ otf tle \ipt t,,
anomalies, where the F2-layer is densest and highest; %%hile te le.,ist robut r,.-

gions occur at the poles and in the nighttime hemisphere. The effects of th. iural

zones are not visible because L()NC*Al' lacks a realistic nodel ,iurorl ionosph1 r,.
The robustness of the groundhop and/or chordal modes that exclusively involve the
F-layer, (without in anyway involving the E-layer) may be measured by adding the

IE and IFE maps together and then subtracting this sum from the corresponding
I. map at the same frequency.

7.3 Synoptic 11 Maps

The maps of 11 (Figure 19 for 8 MHz and Figure 20 for 20 Mlttz) show where
chordal modes exist either by themselves G 1 = 0) or together with ground-hop modes
(I1 > 0). While I1 may vary continuously within the gray regions (I 1 > 0), the transi-

tion from gray to white (11 = 0) occurs abruptly at points where the ionosphere has

just become depleted of sufficient electrons to refract the grazing solutions back to
" earth, as was discussed in Section 4. 4. 2.

By subtracting I I (only in the regions where I # 0) from I E for the corresponding

geographical areas, it is possible to obtain a map of the robustness of the E-laver
ground-hop modes. It is also possible to obtain a similar map of exclusively F-layer

ground-hop modes, by first subtracting both Iand IF from I -, and then, sub-
tracting I1 (only in the regions where I I 0) from the resulting map. Of course,

ground-hopping is forbidden in the remaining regions where , =0.
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I E AT 8 MHz

90°N RELATIVE SCALE

60ON0

0-15

a 0N 15-45

0 00
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300S 105200

600S - 200

0 4 8 12 16 20 0
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Figure 15. Synoptic Mlap of Adiabatic Invariant I at f= 8 MHz for the

IONCAP Model Ionosphere With Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT

1 E AT 20 MHz

o o W RELATIVE SCALE
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0 -E l. 1 5

15-45
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30 0S ,-105-200
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Soos
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Figure 16. Synoptic Map of Adiabatic Invariant IE at f= 20 MHz for the

IONCAP Model Ionosphere With Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT
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'F AT 8 MHz
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. Figure 17. Synoptic Map of Adiabatic Invariant I,, at f= 8 1\iHz for the
IONCAP Model Ionosphere With Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 LI
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Figure 18. Synoptic Map of Adiabatic Invariant IF at f= 20 MHz for the
IONCAP Model Ionosphere With Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT
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1, AT 8 MHz
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Figure 19. Synoptic Map of Adiabatic Invariant I1 at f= 8 A1Hz for the
IONCAP Model Ionosphere Vith Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT
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Figure 20. Synoptic Map of Adiabatic Invariant 11 at f= 20 MHz for the
IONCAP Model Ionosphere With Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT
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7.4 Synoptic IFE Maps

The maps of I I.. L Figure 21 fo i' , lIIz ird I ig uIre 22 for 20 ill\ z show the

robustness of trapped mode propagation bet ween theL F- and I-lae rs. 8v ,(impiring

Figure 21 with Figure 15 for f E, we see that at I'l Alz this mode is prinl rilv
I, 

0

controlled by the E-laver; while comparing I igure 22 with Iigures 14 and 15,

indicates that at 20 Mltz both the E- and the F-liyers are influential. Figure 22

also illustrates how the IiT path discussed in Sections 5 mnd 6 was chosen to pass

through regions that were more robust in trapped mode solutions at 20 tlllz. A

North-South path through the 600 - meridion would probably have been as good or

better, but was not used because it would pass through auroral zones, which were

not realistically modelled in IONCAP.

8. CONCLUSION

We have shown how the adiabatic invariant technique was developed and applied

to the problem of describing the propagation modes along great-circle paths (or

path segments) in order to qualitatively assess either ground-to-ground, ground-

to-satellite or satellite-to-satellite communications. We have demonstrated how

to obtain quantitative results in the form of simulated ionograms. We have also

indicated how it is possible to obtain a better understanding of global propagation

characteristics via synoptic maps of 1
E , IF' IFE and I I We have discussed

neither how to incorporate absorption effects into ionograrn simulation nor how to

prepare synoptic maps of absorption. This will be undertaken in future work.
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4. IFE AT 8 MHz
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Figure 21. Synoptic lap of Adiabatic Invariant IFE at f= 8 MHz for the
IONCAP Model Ionosphere With Sunspot Number 50 in June at 12 UT
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Figure 22. Synoptic Map of Adiabatic Invariant I at f= 20 MHz for the
IONCAP Model Ionosphere With Sunspot Number FF-50 in June at 12 UT
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